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Abstract 

Upgrading ethane with CO2 as a soft oxidant represents a desirable means of obtaining 

oxygenated hydrocarbons. This reaction is not thermodynamically feasible under mild 

conditions and has not been previously achieved as a one-step process. Non-thermal plasma 

was implemented as an alternative means of supplying energy to overcome activation barriers, 

leading to the production of alcohols, aldehydes, and acids as well as C1–C5+ hydrocarbons 

under ambient pressure, with a maximum total oxygenate selectivity of 12%. A plasma 

chemical kinetic computational model was developed and found to be in good agreement with 

the experimental trends. Results from this study illustrate the potential to use plasma for the 

direct synthesis of value-added alcohols, acids, and aldehydes from ethane and CO2 under mild 

conditions.  
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The recent abundance of shale gas has motivated efforts to upgrade light alkanes to 

value-added chemicals and fuels. Methane constitutes the majority of shale gas, but ethane 

represents up to about 10% of the gas extracted depending on the source.1–3 Reacting ethane 

with CO2 to produce value-added oxygenated hydrocarbons (such as alcohols, aldehydes, and 

acids) is an attractive opportunity to upgrade underutilized ethane while simultaneously 

reducing atmospheric CO2 concentrations. These oxygenates can be used as versatile platform 

molecules for producing chemicals and fuels. At present, the production of oxygenates from 

ethane involves either low-efficiency, multi-step heterogeneous catalysis processes 

accompanied by high pressures4,5 or homogeneous catalytic reactions that entail significant 

product separation challenges.6,7 One-step conversion of ethane and CO2 to alcohols, 

aldehydes, and acids under mild temperature and pressure, though, is not thermodynamically 

feasible. In order to circumvent thermodynamic limitations, non-equilibrium/non-thermal 

plasma may be employed to overcome the activation barriers of the reaction while maintaining 

the reactant gases near room temperature. High-energy electrons within the plasma induce 

vibrational/electronic excitations as well as electron impact dissociation of molecules, which 

can enable the formation of products that would not otherwise be produced in conventional 

thermochemical reactions. Furthermore, plasma-assisted oxygenate production has the 

potential to be of practical importance, since plasma-activated reactions are more easily 

adaptable to renewable electricity than are large-scale thermally-activated processes.8,9 

Modularity and fast startup/shutdown of plasma processes facilitate integration with 

intermittent renewable power sources or small-scale CO2 capture. 

Recently, several groups have reported plasma-assisted conversion of CO2 with either 

H2 or CH4 to oxygenates.10–13  Zhang et al.14 investigated oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane 

with CO2 using corona plasma, although only CO, H2, and hydrocarbon products were detected. 

To our knowledge, only Gomez-Ramirez et al.15 studied the simultaneous conversion of CO2 
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and ethane using dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma, but reported formaldehyde as the 

only oxygenated product with a vanadia/alumina catalyst dispersed on BaTiO3 ferroelectric 

pellets. These studies have demonstrated the plasma-activated formation of oxygenates from 

CO2 and methane, and of formaldehyde from CO2 and ethane, but the steady-state production 

of C2 and C3 oxygenates, including alcohols, aldehydes, and acids, has, to our knowledge, never 

been reported for direct reactions of CO2 and ethane. 

In the current study, a non-thermal DBD plasma was used to demonstrate one-step 

multi-carbon oxygenates synthesis from ethane and CO2. The effects of plasma power, feed 

gas ratio, and catalyst addition on activity and selectivity were investigated using an 

atmospheric pressure flow reactor based on time-on-stream results. Isotope-labeling 

experiments were combined with plasma chemical kinetic modeling to reveal the reaction 

pathways. The reaction proceeded primarily via oxidation of activated ethane derivatives by 

CO2-derived oxygen-containing species, demonstrating a mechanism that is fundamentally 

different from thermocatalytic alcohol synthesis. The results illustrate the feasibility to use 

plasma to achieve the direct synthesis of oxygenates from the greenhouse gas CO2 and 

underutilized ethane under ambient pressure.  

The DBD flow reactor consisted of a quartz U-tube reactor equipped with an external 

furnace. A thermocouple served as the ground electrode, and a tantalum coil wrapped around 

the U-tube was connected to a plasma generator. The outlet flow was analyzed by online gas 

chromatography. Further details about the reactor setup can be found in the Supporting 

Information (Figure S1). The reactant conversion and the production of various oxygenate and 

hydrocarbon products were measured as a function of time during the plasma-activated 

reaction, as shown in Figure 1 for a 1:1 CO2 to C2H6 feed ratio at 10.0 kV and 9 kHz. The C2H6 

conversion (20.4%) was much greater than the CO2 conversion (6.4%) (Figure 1a). CO was 

the main product detected, and C1–C5+ hydrocarbons were also generated (Figure 1b). The main 
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oxygenate products detected were formaldehyde (CH2O), 2-propanol (CH3CHOHCH3), acetic 

acid (CH3COOH), ethanol (C2H5OH), propanal (C2H5CHO), propanoic acid (C2H5COOH), 1-

propanol (CH3CH2CH2OH), and methanol (CH3OH) (Figure 1c). 

 

 
Figure 1.  Conversion and product flow rates following time on stream for the reaction of CO2 

and C2H6 in a 1:1 feed ratio at 10.0 kV and 9 kHz under ambient pressure and 473 K. (a) 

Conversion of reactants, CO2 and C2H6. (b) Flow rates of CO and hydrocarbon products. (c) 

Flow rates of oxygenate products. Reaction products were quantified using gas 

chromatography. 

 

The effects of varying the feed gas ratio and plasma power on the conversion and 

selectivity were evaluated (Figure S2 and Figure S3). Tables S1–S3 detail the CO2 and C2H6 
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conversions, carbon and oxygen balances, and selectivities and yields of the products. The 

reactant conversion increased with higher voltages, but the selectivity to oxygenate species 

decreased with increasing voltage. Acids were the only oxygenate products that were observed 

to have increased selectivity at higher voltages. Higher plasma powers also favored the 

production of CO, methane, and higher hydrocarbons. Further discussion about the effect of 

plasma power is provided by kinetic modeling below. With a higher proportion of ethane in 

the feed (1:2 CO2 to C2H6), the selectivity to hydrocarbons was enhanced and CO production 

was reduced. It is evident that the formation of hydrocarbons would be favored by a greater 

proportion of C2H6 in the feed due to recombination reactions among excited hydrocarbons and 

radicals. Similarly, a greater proportion of CO2 in the feed (4:1 and 9:1 CO2 to C2H6) enhanced 

CO production relative to hydrocarbon formation. A maximum oxygenate selectivity of 12.0 ± 

0.3% was achieved for a 4:1 CO2 to C2H6 feed gas ratio, primarily due to the increased 

formaldehyde production. 

The effect of adding a RhCo3/MCM-41 catalyst was tested, since RhCo3/MCM-41 was 

recently shown to be an effective heterogeneous hydroformylation catalyst, converting 

ethylene, CO, and H2 to C3 oxygenates (propanol and propanal) at 473 K.16 Since these 

reactants  were also produced in the CO2 + C2H6 plasma reaction, the RhCo3/MCM-41 catalyst 

was considered to be a potential candidate to enhance the production of C3 oxygenates. When 

the catalyst was included, oxygenate production increased at early timescales (within 100 min 

of the reaction) but stabilized at a value only slightly higher than that for the plasma only 

experiment at longer time on stream. These results highlight the importance of dynamic 

changes that occur during plasma catalysis reactions, where the effects of the catalyst can 

change over the course of the reaction and may depend upon the timescale of the reaction. 

Further details and analysis regarding the plasma-catalyst tests are discussed in the Supporting 

Information (Figures S4–S7). 
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Results from flow reactor studies were used to obtain activation barriers for the 

reaction. Following the methods of Kim et al.17 for plasma-assisted CH4 dry reforming, the 

activation barriers, Ea, for CO2 and C2H6 conversion in the flow reactor were evaluated by 

correlating the reaction rate with the specific energy input, SEI: 𝑑𝐴𝑑𝑡 = 𝑏 ∙ 𝑒  

𝑆𝐸𝐼 = 𝑃𝐹 

where dA/dt is the rate of consumption of reactant A, P is the plasma power, F is the total flow 

rate, and b contains pre-exponential constants. Linearization of Equation 1 enables estimation 

of Ea based on measuring the reaction rate with respect to plasma power at a constant flow rate: 

ln 𝑑𝐴𝑑𝑡 = −𝐸 𝐹 1𝑃 + 𝑏 

A plot of ln(dA/dt) vs. 1/P is provided in Figure 2a for the plasma-activated reaction of 

CO2 and ethane with a 1:1 feed gas ratio in the flow reactor. The linear fit of the data 

demonstrates that the modified Arrhenius equation holds for the plasma-activated reaction of 

CO2 and ethane. The values of Ea for CO2 and ethane were determined from the slopes in Figure 

2a to be 1710 ± 350 kJ mol-1 (17.7 ± 3.6 eV) and 1635 ± 230 kJ mol-1 (16.9 ± 2.4 eV), 

respectively. These represent activation barriers based on the overall plasma reaction, which 

involve reaching the transition state and achieving bond dissociation. The reported values are 

on the same order of magnitude as the minimum ionization energies of CO2 (13.3 eV) and 

ethane (12.7 eV), suggesting that the transition states for the plasma-activated reactions involve 

ionically activated forms of CO2 and ethane. The higher CO2 activation energy compared to 

ethane is also consistent with the lower CO2 conversions observed in flow reactor experiments. 

The mechanism of oxygenate formation from CO2 and ethane was also investigated 

using an in situ FTIR batch reactor.18 While the plasma properties and chemistry may be 

somewhat different in the batch reactor than in the flow reactor due to changes in gas transport, 

(1)

(2) 

(3) 
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electrode configuration, and He dilution ratio (see Supporting Information for experimental 

details), the FTIR batch reactor was employed to determine the nature of reaction 

intermediates. The reaction pathway was probed using 13C-labeled CO2 isotope gas in order to 

determine whether the C atoms in oxygenate products originated from CO2 or ethane. As shown 

in the gas-phase FTIR spectra for the 13CO2 experiments in Figure 2b, the CO product peaks at 

2173 and 2116 cm-1 were shifted to lower frequencies, at 2121 and 2070 cm-1, respectively, 

indicating that C atoms in CO primarily originated from CO2. The CH4 peak at 1304 cm-1 and 

the gas-phase (C–O) alcohol peak at 1028 cm-1 showed no shift, suggesting that the C atoms 

in CH4 and alcohols were derived primarily from C2H6. These results imply that the mechanism 

for alcohol production in the current study is different from the thermocatalytic CO2-to-alcohol 

reaction pathway, which involves either hydrogenation of CO2 or CO insertion.19–21 Rather, the 

plasma-activated reaction with C2H6 involves oxidation of ethane-derived species by O atoms 

derived from CO2. 
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Figure 2.  (a) Activation barrier measurements for the plasma-activated reaction of CO2 and 

C2H6 using the modified Arrhenius equation with specific energy input, where reactant A is 

CO2 or C2H6. (b) Gas-phase FTIR spectra of reaction products from ethane and isotope-labeled 

13CO2 (green) or 12CO2 (magenta), which reveal no shift in the alcohol peak (1028 cm-1). 

 

To obtain further insight into the reaction pathways and trends in product distributions, 

chemical kinetic simulations were conducted for the reactions in the plasma using the 0D 

ZDPlasKin solver.22 The model parameters (i.e., plasma power, gas temperature, applied 

frequency, reactor volume, and total gas flow rate) matched those of the flow reactor 

experiments. The species included in the model are listed in Table S4. The reaction rates were 

calculated from rate coefficients found in the literature or, in the case of electron impact 

reactions, from the electron impact cross sections and the electron energy distribution function 

through BOLSIG+. More information on the rate coefficients or electron impact cross sections 

can be found in the Supporting Information (Tables S5–S6). 
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Figure 3. Schematic overview of the most important reaction pathways for the main products. 

The thickness of the arrows and frames indicates the importance of the corresponding pathways 

and product densities, respectively, with exception of the dotted lines (···) which indicate very 

low rates and densities. The dashed line (---) indicates an indirect pathway: C3H6 + CH2  

C4H8, followed by: C4H8 + H  C3H6 + CH3. 

 

A schematic overview of the major reaction pathways is shown in Figure 3 as 

determined from the simulations. Electron impact dissociation of C2H6 results in the formation 

of stable molecules (C2H4, C2H2, CH4, and H2), as well as radicals (C2H5, CH3, CH2, C2H3, and 

H). The formed carbonaceous radicals react via recombination or disproportionation processes 

to produce longer (C3 and C4) hydrocarbons, or CH4. Note that some of the formed radicals 
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also react back to C2H6. As a result of collisions with electrons, the hydrocarbon products can 

dissociate to produce either smaller molecules (e.g., CH4 is formed from C3H6 or C3H8) or more 

unsaturated hydrocarbons (e.g.,  C2H2 and C3H6 are formed from C2H4 and C3H8, respectively). 

Destruction of CO2 mainly occurs via electron impact dissociation to form CO and O, 

and to a lesser extent through reaction with CH2 radicals to produce CO and CH2O. These 

mechanisms together are responsible for most of the CO formation, while some CO is also 

produced via dehydrogenation of CHO. The latter radical is formed via reaction between O 

radicals and C2H4 or through dehydrogenation of CH2O. The CHO radical plays an important 

role in the formation of C2 and C3 aldehydes, as it recombines with CH3 and C2H5 radicals, to 

form CH3CHO and C2H5CHO, respectively. CH3OH is mainly produced from CH2O via CH3O 

through subsequent hydrogenation reactions, while C2H5OH is formed via recombination of 

C2H5 with OH or O. In the latter case, subsequent hydrogenation of the resulting C2H5O radical 

forms C2H5OH. A more extensive overview of the main production and destruction reactions 

occurring in the plasma can be found in the Supporting Information. 

While our model predicts direct electron impact dissociation as the main mechanism 

for CO2 destruction, another possible route would be via attachment of an electron to CO2, 

followed by decomposition of the CO2
–

 anion to CO and O–.23 However, electron attachment 

to an isolated CO2 molecule in the gas phase would result in a CO2
– anion that is excited with 

respect to the rovibronic ground state, which would either immediately undergo electron 

detachment back to CO2 or decompose into CO and O–.24 Therefore, our model does not include 

CO2
– explicitly as separate species, but it does include electron attachment to CO2, resulting in 

CO and O– formation. However, we find that this process is not as important compared to 

electron impact dissociation to CO and O radicals, for the conditions achieved in our DBD 

plasma. 
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To the best of our knowledge, a detailed study regarding the reaction mechanism of 

CO2/C2H6 reforming by plasma has not been reported before. However, the dry reforming of 

CH4 in a DBD plasma has been investigated using computational modeling.25,26 Therefore, we 

briefly compare the results of these studies to our results for CO2/C2H6 reforming. Similar to 

the conversion of C2H6 in our study, the modeling studies by Snoeckx et al.25 and De Bie et 

al.26 predict that CH4 destruction mainly occurs through electron impact dissociation during 

the microdischarge pulses. This results in the formation of CH3 and other carbonaceous 

radicals, which recombine to form higher hydrocarbons. In addition, recombination between 

CH3 and H radicals to again form CH4 also occurs.25,26 Subsequently, electron impact 

dissociation of the formed C2 and C3 hydrocarbons, and to some extent of CH4, results in the 

formation of H2.26 This is again comparable to our case of CO2/C2H6 reforming, where most 

H2 is formed via electron impact dissociation of C2H6. The destruction of CO2 during CH4 dry 

reforming mainly occurs through electron impact reactions during the microdischarge pulses 

and via reaction with CH2 radicals to form CO and CH2O, in the afterglows in between these 

pulses. The latter reaction is responsible for most of the CH2O formed, which is also the case 

for our results on CO2/C2H6 reforming.25,26 Hence, in general, the mechanism for the reforming 

of CO2/C2H6 and CO2/CH4 in DBD plasma appear to be quite similar. 

Figure 4a shows a good agreement for the reactant conversions between the 

experimental results and model.  In both experiment and model, the C2H6 conversion is higher 

than that of CO2. This is because dissociation of the C–H and C–C bonds in C2H6 is easier (i.e., 

higher reaction rates) than the dissociation of the C=O double bond in CO2. The less reactive 

CO2 is primarily destructed into CO, whereas the decomposition of C2H6 results either directly 

in the formation of various hydrocarbons (C2H4, C2H2, CH4) or radicals (e.g., H, C2H5, CH3, 

CH2, C2H3) which can then form hydrocarbons, including C2H6, through recombination and 

disproportionation reactions. The conversions of both reactants also increase with increasing 
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plasma power, which is the result of two effects in the model. First, an increase in peak power 

density in the pulse leads to a higher mean electron temperature. At higher electron 

temperatures, more electrons reach the threshold energy required for electron impact 

dissociation, which are the main reactions for C2H6 and CO2 conversion. Additionally, more 

electrons also reach the threshold energy for electron impact ionization, which leads to higher 

electron densities, and thus also increases the rate of electron impact reactions. Second, the 

number of microdischarges should increase when increasing the plasma power, as was 

observed experimentally by Ozkan et al.27 This was implemented in the model by linearly 

increasing the number of microdischarges per half cycle (i.e., more frequent microdischarge 

pulses and afterglows in between them), which was also found to enhance the conversion.  

Figure 4b–d shows the selectivities calculated by the model compared to experimental 

results for the different plasma powers. A reasonable agreement between the experimental and 

modeling results was obtained for CO and C2 hydrocarbons (Figure 4b), CH4, C3, and C4 

hydrocarbons (Figure 4c), and oxygenates (Figure 4d). In general, the CO selectivity increased 

with plasma power, while the total selectivity toward hydrocarbons decreased. This is because 

the hydrocarbon products react further into other products or back to C2H6, while CO is 

relatively unreactive. However, the selectivities of some hydrocarbons, such as CH4, C3H6, and 

C4H8, showed a slight increase as they may be partially formed from other hydrocarbon 

products. 

For most of the oxygenate products, the simulation results can provide a mechanistic 

explanation for the experimental trends. The selectivities of CH2O and C2H5OH decreased at 

higher conversion, because as the reaction proceeded further, these oxygenates were converted 

into CO and other oxygenates. In contrast, the selectivities of CH3OH and C2H5CHO did not 

decrease as much with plasma power. Although CH3OH and C2H5CHO were also converted 

into CO, the production of these species occurred largely from other products. CH3OH was 
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mainly formed from CH2O via CH3O through subsequent hydrogenation reactions, while 

C2H5CHO was formed through the recombination of C2H5 and CHO. The latter CHO radical 

was formed by dehydrogenation of CH2O or oxidation of C2H4, which is also consistent with 

the reaction pathway predicted by the 13CO2 in situ FTIR experiments involving oxidation of 

ethane-derived hydrocarbons. Furthermore, CH2O and C2H5OH were also converted into 

HCOOH, resulting in a higher HCOOH selectivity at higher plasma powers (Figure S8). The 

organic acids observed in the experiments were likely formed from C2 or C3 alcohols and 

aldehydes via a similar pathway, which would explain the higher selectivities measured with 

increasing plasma power, as well as the corresponding lower selectivities to alcohols and 

aldehydes at higher plasma power. 
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Figure 4.  (a) Effect of plasma power on the reactant conversion of C2H6 and CO2. Calculated 

and experimental selectivities for (b) CO and C2 hydrocarbons, (c) CH4, C3, and C4 

hydrocarbons, and (d) oxygenates. 

 

In summary, the current study reports, for the first time, the direct production of C2 and 

C3 alcohols, aldehydes, and acids, in addition to C1 oxygenates, from CO2 and ethane using 

non-thermal plasma at atmospheric pressure. The selectivity toward oxygenated hydrocarbon 

products was increased by adjusting the feed gas ratio toward higher proportions of CO2 and 

by employing lower plasma powers. The inclusion of a RhCo3/MCM-41 hydroformylation 

catalyst enhanced selectivity toward oxygenates, but only for relatively short reaction 
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timescales. Kinetic analysis enabled measurement of activation barriers for the plasma reaction 

based on the specific energy input. A detailed plasma chemical kinetic model was built to 

establish the major reaction pathways, which were found to be in good agreement with 

experimental trends. Furthermore, the kinetic modeling results were consistent with isotope-

labeled measurements, which revealed a plasma reaction pathway where oxygenate formation 

occurred via oxidation of ethane-derived species. This study reveals a potential opportunity to 

apply plasma, powered by renewable energy, to convert abundant ethane from shale gas to 

valuable oxygenates while simultaneously utilizing CO2 as a co-reactant. 

 

Supporting Information Available: detailed experimental and computational procedures; 

additional flow reactor results; simulation parameters and list of plasma reactions 
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